


PRODUCTION IN REGIONAL FRAME

A true contact with nature is one of the most important values for peo-
ple living in Greater Helsinki area 2050. This connection has been made 
possible to all by coherent strategy and good planning. Local food pro-
ducers live and operate within good connections and short distance from 

table.  in everyday life. Be-
cause of clever alternatives modern people of 2050 have got rid of tradi-
tional possessiveness. The need to own a home, car, bicycle or land has 
become non-appreciated value. For enterprises this trend means rent-
able workers, machines and premises.

Makinen family runs a medium size farm on the Great Helsinki area. Their “Maki-
nen Fresh Eggs” has become one of the leading brands in local food business,
the farm has a strong reputation in good plant and egg quality in addition to top 
speed and ecological delivery chain.  

Makinen family manages their egg production operations with the aid of interac-
tive Raise-a-Chicken program.
lifespan, individual happiness etc. must be chosen in the beginning of each chick-
en generation. The program counts automatically all the working expenses and 
incomes. The happier and more eco-friendly chicken farmer rises the better price 
he is paid. However, in consumer pricing the most ecological product is the cheap-
est, unlike 50 years ago. Martta Makinen is a woman with strong ethical philoso-
phy and she can only think of raising the happiest scored chicken. All the chickens, 
produced eggs and dangerous wild foxes can be monitored through surveillance 
system. Chicken are gps-located with a chip in their wattle in case they go too far 
from the yard and get lost. 

Conveyor carriers automatically collected eggs to an intelligent packaging line 
which packs the eggs for transportation both to local stores and home delivery 
chains. -
mation of chickens’ life cycle, particular eggs’ journey and the nutritional values. 
The customers in 2050 want to get their food fresh and clean, and Makinen farm 
raises this challenge with the help of modern technology like all the other local 
food producers of the neighborhood. 

A local food farm requires workforce to feed the chicken and to keep the farm 
clean and everything rolling. Makinen farm has outsourced this maintenance to a 
farming service company. Mrs Makinen hires both the working force and the ma-
chines on-line from the company whenever she needs to. Farming service com-
pany presents their resource allocation and cost performance in real-time which 
gives the farmers a tool to plan their business and delivery schedules in advance. 

Chicken and cultivation farming takes place in one of the Green Pods. The Pods 
also work as local energy production units in the rural zone of Greater Helsinki. 
Another success story for Makinen is a selection of fruits and vegetables, includ-
ing apricot, lemon, cucumber, kumquat and kiwi fruit. Since the network of Green 
Pods was built, Finnish producers’ competitive advantage arose very quickly. Im-
porting several cultivated plants became unnecessary and polluting air cargo de-
creased dramatically. 

Martta is a member of Estonian Harley Davidson club. Her journey to their monthly 
gatherings takes only an hour and a half with a GH maglev train. Martta is very 
pleased with the train service: her online booking information goes directly to 
GH-train database. Based on booking information train coaches are sorted, green 
color-coded coaches drive to Estonia. Blue coaches stay at regional transport while 
red ones depart to St. Petersburg.

This month Martta is going to take a special gift to all his HD club colleagues. 
A miniature marmalade jar. She has recently released a new product: “Makinen 

of birthday cakes. 

For people in Greater Helsinki area water has a great meaning in many 
ways. As a nutritive product Finnish fresh & clean water has become an 
asset which brand value is higher than Coca-Cola. Water also represents 
constantly important nature experience for people in Greater Helsinki in 
the form of intelligently exploited seaside. Eligible well-being is 
connected to local food, contact with nature, energetic and rich cultural 
scene and returned traditions of collectivism like small local service 
units or closeness of generations in the family. Today, compared with 50 
years ago luxury, in the sense of well-being, is affordable for all.

Liu can hardly wait this evening. It is the morning of her 8th birthday and she 
rings her grandmother’s doorbell next door. They are supposed to drop in Shop-
On-Rail-Metro together to buy Makinen fresh eggs to bake Liu’s birthday cake. Liu 
will also choose the decoration for the party.

Liu loves to take care of the tomatoes she grows 
together with her mom on one of the rental garden terraces of their house. Ter-
race gives to the sea. They enjoy a superb view of the Helsinki archipelago.

because of decline in airline business. Decline is a result of a passenger bonus 
system, where less air traveling gives the best points. That is just one of the forms 
of practical emission trade. Susana doesn’t mind staying at home for a year or 

as water scientist. Liu’s father Lee has a special relationship to the sea bay under 
their window: He is a member of a research group that succeeded to invent an 
agent that decomposes the structure of oil. By today the invention has helped to 
clean up 50% of the sea bottom in Helsinki seaside.

In the afternoon Liu’s cousin’s family from Jarvenpaa will take the train to Helsinki 
and they meet at a concert near the park where her favorite band ”The CAPITALS” 
is performing in open air concert. After the concert whole family, three generations

home-baked birthday cake is served as a dessert. 

After long consideration Liu has chosen “Four Seasons” -patterned decoration for 
her birthday, as she loves the nature like their whole family. They walk hand in 
hand along the pier when she suddenly stops and shouts: “Grandma! We must go 
back to Shop-on-Rail, we forgot to buy the eggs!”

BUSINESS IN GREEN BAY

In 2050 working hours are adjustable which has – among other things – 
reduced congestion. The need for traveling of individuals has become less 
also thanks to local integrated services. Still people do not tend to work at 

which are located in almost all neighborhoods. Perceiving environmental, 
ecologic issues is self-evident for people, as ecological choices in daily life 
has become the most cost-effective choices. This is done with the help of 
business innovations concerning transport, food industry, dwelling etc.

Local food logistics is one of the constantly growing business areas for the company. 

two months. It must be another signal telling about people’s awareness of seeking en-
vironmentally more and more clean and fresh food products. The delivery time of raw 
material from a producer to the end-user has diminished dramatically. This trend has 

-
gistics has replaced a great number of freight transportation, which used to load nature 
unnecessarily.  

Usually Eelis manages raw material logistics online staying in a Work Oasis near by his 

market possibilities. Today Eelis has arranged a face-to-face meeting with the manager 
who runs the short distance delivery system at the Vuosaari Logistic Center. Eelis gets 
up at 8.30 with his daughter Awa, 5 years and son Jesse, 12 years. After having break-
fast together Jesse rides a bike to school while Eelis walks with Awa to her daycare 
center which is located close to the local Mobility Center.

At customer service desk of the Mobility Center Eelis chooses to take the train to the 
meeting. Actually, he has all the modes of transport and vehicles to choose from, but 
when describing his plans for today, the Mobility Agent recommends him to use the 
train.

Basis for the train network in Espoo bay area was founded already 40 years ago. The 
old network serves as a spine line to local short distance trains. Eelis is registered as 
traveler with his mobile chip at the gate. Machine says he has collected enough bonus 
points to his Climate Bonus Card to travel free today.

Eelis gets back from the meeting at 13.30. He picks Awa up from the daycare and 

works at the head quarters of a global aero fuel cell enterprise located in Otaniemi 
technology village. Eelis and Awa amuse themselves by monitoring mom’s arriving train 
on Eelis’s handtop device. The train arrives on time at 14.30. Mom takes Awa home 
and Eelis gets back to his Work Oasis for a couple of hours to check on the business. 
Everything is running smoothly.  

Green Bay residential area offers a civilizing and inspiring environment for the whole 
family. Before dinner the whole family takes their bikes to one of the Green Bay’s 
theme parks where they can monitor the state of their local climate. Monitors at the 
theme park indicate how much oxygen the park is producing. The family has joined a 
climate game where they donate one tree to the park monthly. They monitor on line 
how their donation affects the local climate. Every donation also adds to their Climate 
Bonus Account.

used in water at Espoo Blue Bay as well as on land when exploring the green bay. 

PREPARATIONS IN ARCHIPELAGO
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URBAN PROMENADES - CONNECTING
INSIDE AREAS AND PARKS

COMMUNITY GARDENS AND 
MINI FARMS

ACTIVE WETLANDS AND
FLOOD PROTECTION

ESPOONLAHTI

CONSTRUCTED AREA

SMALL SCALED RURAL LANDSCAPE

AREA WITH LOT OF LAKES, SMALL WOODED AREAS AND 
CULTIVATED GROUND

ICE AGE`S MARGINAL DEPOSIT `SALPAUSSELKÄ`

COAST AREA

VALUABLE LANDSCAPE

WIDE WOODED RIDGE AREA WITH CULTIVATED GROUND AND 
SMALL WOODED RIDGES

BORDER OF THE VISION METROPL AREA

SIMPLIFIED TYPES OF LANDSCAPE

GREEN BAY

GREEN CONNECTION

WILDLIFE - GREENWAY

WILDLIFE FOREST

AGRICULTURE - GREENWAY

AGRICULTURAL VALLEY

RIVER - GREENWAY

RIVER FOREST

ATTRACTION: ACTIVITIES

ATTRACTION: CULTURE

ATTRACTION: LANDSCAPE

GREEN NETWORK

CITY PARK

GREEN CONNECTION

AGRICULTURAL LANDSCAPES

FOREST / NATURAL AREA

GREEN BAY TYPES IN METROPOL AREA

OOR LIVING ROOMCI

FOREST CONNECTION



CONCEPTS

attractive

MID TERM CHECK POINT 

development zones with high level of initial investment or 

Tunnel Connection

MAIN CORRIDORS OF MOVEMENT AND DEVELOPMENT IN SOUTHERN FINLAND

g

METROPOLIS PASSENGER RAIL NETWORK SERVICES AND ENTERPRISES

service to main centres in the Greater Helsinki area

political centre, central business district, cultural amenities 

NATIONAL AND REGIONAL SERVICES

LOCAL SERVICES

of light rail public transportation as well as increased amount
of free time contributes to the operational preconditions of 

A typical neighbourhood in the Metropolis is the optimum
place for “urban canaries” such as local activities and

REGIONAL IDENTITIES & LOCAL CEN

services, culture and sciences, urban life, business, tourism

maritime life style, ecology, leisure

logistics, global services, business, cargo

REGIONAL LOGISTICS REGIONAL PASSENGER RAILS HIERARCHY OF ROADS

GREATER HELSINKI MAIN 
STRATEGIES

Dense metropol on the coast, 
independent small towns and 

Development of regional 

POLYCENTRIC GREATER 
HELSINKI
Polycentric Greater Helsinki
Greater Helsinki is a web of vari
ous lifestyles, cultures, business 

Centres of diverse character 
form a network of accessible 

LANDSCAPE CONCEPTS

Green Network

Green Themes

GREATER HELSINKI IN MOTION
A sustainable public transport 
model has been developed 

links and circular ones cross 
at focal points of particularly 

LINKING GREATER HELSINKI
Greater Helsinki must interact 

gion can be reached with super 
fast trains from St Petersburg, 
Tallinn and Stockholm as well as 

Flight connections and active 
harbours act as gateways to the 

Cultural Landscapes

Recreation

METROPOLIS ROAD HIERARCHY

METROPOLIS FORMS OF TRAFFIC

knots/mobility centre

ring road III ring road I

Populated Area

Quality public transport system includes new rail, metro and light rail links 
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FLOTING MARITIME 
VILLAGES

1. FORMER HARBOUR AREA DEVELOPED INTO A CENTRAL URBAN HUB OF MIXED ACTIVITIES

VISTA TO CULTURE BAY 

CULTURE BAY

ISLAND OF 
CULTURES

HELSINKI BAY 

VIABORG 
MUSEUM
ISLANDS

SPORTS AND 
RECREATION

FLOTING MARITIME 
VILLAGES

HIGHRISE
LANDMARK

NEW TECH BAY

RESEARCH BAY

HELSINKI
CITY CORE

EASTERN 
CITY BAY

2.

2, DEVELOPING SERVICES, BUSINESS AND HOUSING IN PASILA DISTRICT TO COMPLEMENT HELSINKI CITY CENTRE

3. NEW ARCHIPELAGO, URBAN STRUCTURE

4. NEW DENSE CITY STRUCTURE COMPLITING THE EXISTING

5. NEW OFFICE BOULEWARD OVER HIGHWAY

ARCHIPELAGO

SECTION OF NEW ARCHIPELAGO

3.

3.

4.

5.

NATURAL ISLAND

DAM

RAILS

LIGHT RAIL TUNNEL

DETAIL STRUCTURE OF NEW ARCHIPELAGO

HOUSING TYPOLOGY OF NEW ARCHIPELAGO



RAILWAY STATION

HIGHLY APPEALING 
ZONE DEFINING GREEN 
BAY BOUNDARIES

REGIONAL CENTRE 
ZONE

MIXED DENSE LAND 
USE

ATTRACTIVE URBAN 
DISTRICTS WITHIN 
THE GREEN BAY

VILLAGE HILL

ACCESS TO SEA

ACCESS TO GREATER 
HELSINKI GREEN 
NETWORK

ACCESS TO NUUKSIO 
(NATIONAL RECRE-
ATIONAL AREA)

ESPOO MEDIEVAL CHURCH

URBAN  LIVINGROOM 

ESPOO RIVER

ESPOO BAY

RAILWAY STATION

VEHICLE LANES INTEGRATED WITH 
UNDERGROUND METRO INFRA-
STRUCTURE (SEE SECTION)

HIGH WAYS AND METRO LINES ARE LEADED BELOW GREEN BAYS

GREEN BAY

HIGHWAY TUNNELS



REGIONA
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